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reading journals solving the problem
of input in the ESL composition class
teresa dalle memphis state university

the ESL composition class has
undergone a significant change in approach
over the past few years teachers once
encouraged students to model their writing
after professionally written works which
they studied and analyzed if the students
did any reading other than this indepthin
analysis

depth
they may have had an ESL

reading text even so the text was used
for intensive reading with reading
assignments designed to help the students
develop their comprehension and increase
their vocabulary

ESL writing classes then came under the
influence of a composition theory which
stressed process over product the ESL
composition teacher embracing the tenets
of the theory found that time spent on
reading skills was time taken away from
the workshop class where brainstorming
writing peer editing and revision could
take place so the reading text was often
forgotten the teacher may have felt a
pang of guilt however knowing that the
students probably were not reading much
outside of class that fiction was all but
ignored and that students did not make
pleasure reading a priority As teachers
began hearing more and more about
comprehensibleicomprehensibleincomprehensible input they became all
the more uneasy feeling that perhaps it
was asking the impossible of students to
expect them to write well if they were not
expected to read then krashen stated what
most teachers intuitively felt the
acquisition of the special dialect known as
the written language also occurs in only

one way via comprehensible input of
messages encoded in that dialect known as
reading 198437 the problem was not
how to get students to write they were
doing that in the workshop classroom
but how to get students to read more
specifically for the university ESL teacher
the question was how to fit reading into a
class that met perhaps only three times a
week for a semester

an obvious answer for ESL students is
extensive reading outside of class the
means of accomplishing that goal can be
through a reading journal project

purpose

A reading journal is a means for students
not only to read but also to react to their
readings through short one page written
responses used in a composition class a
reading journal project assures the constant
input students should have to acquire good
writing skills that is the exposure to
wellwrittenwell prosewritten students are encour-
aged to read because reading is built into
the writing curriculum although they are
not tested on their comprehension
students are able to use writing as a means
of assessing their knowledge and
understanding of what they have read

benefits

students in universityleveluniversity ESLlevel
composition classes can benefit from a
reading journal project by having the
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opportunity to read the best works of
wellknownwell writersknown such reading exposes
them to a variety of syntax vocabulary
and creative expression in english the
readings can suggest topics for their
writing provide a common point of
discussion or become simply an
individual pursuit with no followupfollow inup
the classroom

for the teacher a reading journal project
is easy to develop administer and grade
furthermore the teacher uses time in the
class for writing activities with the
assurance that reading and some informal
writing is going on outside of class for
the students the project is individualized
and there is no pressure on them for a
grade they are evaluated only on success
in making reading and journal writing a
regular activity during the semester

materials

the teacher may conduct a reading
journal project over a semester or for the
entire year the materials needed are a
notebook and a wellchosenwell collectionchosen of
literature written in english teachers
might prefer some representations of
contemporary international ethnic and
women writers as well as the classics
appropriate genre are short fiction poetry
and drama however many ESL teachers
find that nonfictionnon essaysfiction work well for
independent reading particularly in a
composition class that stresses expository
writing

an anthology I1 recommend for advanced
ESL students at the university level is
fictions see the listing at the end of this
article for bibliographic information and
other possible titles the book contains
102 wellchosenwell shortchosen stories many are

masterpieces of the genre hawthorneshawthornerHaw
young

thornes
goodman brown katherine

anne porters flowering judas and
william faulkners A rose for emily
A few are stories in translation by
representative writers from other countries
jorge luis borges the garden of

forking paths anton checkhovs the
darling and yukio mishimas
patriotism there is a good representa-

tion of women writers willa cathergather
shirley jackson and katherine mansfield
to name a few and black writers ralph
ellison langston hughes and james
baldwin for example most stories in

fictions are not too long 8108 pages10 and
they fit well into a short independent
reading session which students set aside
every day for pleasure reading

another good collection of fiction one
that contains stories poems and plays is

to read literature this book emphasizes
contemporary works which many ESL
teachers find more appropriate than
classics for use in a language class many
of the same writers from fictions are also
anthologized in to read literature and
both books contain a collection which
though not designed for use in ESL
might prove to be highly appropriate for
use with international students

those teachers who prefer assigning
essays might choose an anthology such as
75 readings A freshman anthology
this collection includes essays of some
frequently anthologized writers george
orwell E B white E M forster and
some contemporary writers peter elbow
erich fromm ellen goodman the
essays are organized according to rhetorical
mode description process definition
comparisoncontrastcomparison divisionclassificacontrast
tion argument etc the book compiled
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by the editors at mcgraw hill is an
inexpensive and attractive anthology
which makes it very suitable for ESL
students

procedure

students are assigned outside reading of
four to five wellchosenwell shortchosen stories
poems or essays a week they are told to
set aside at least thirty minutes a day for
pleasure reading at a time and place
convenient for them there are no tests or
any other evaluations of their reading
comprehension skills however students
keep a reading journal in which they write
for fifteen or twenty minutes after having
read each story they are given guidelines
on what to write and every two weeks
they return their journals to the teacher for
comments the teacher does not grade
grammar spelling or punctuation instead
heshebeshe may write brief comments directed
toward the content actually it is the
teachers interest in and reactions to the
students comments which encourage and
inspire some students sometimes the
reading journal becomes a type of dialogue
journal since the students may ask
questions in their entries thus allowing
the teacher to respond to the student
individually students may be given a
plus or minus or points which may

be added to the final grade for each entry
completed

here are some suggested directions I1

give which may help the students in their
journal entries

1 date each entry try to write a page
each time

2 at first the reading may be difficult
you may encounter unusual vocabu-

lary or unfamiliar scenarios relate
the events of the story to something
that is familiar to you you or a
friend may have had a comparable ex-
perience write how your experience
differs from the one in the story

3 write about your reaction if you re-
acted emotionally to the story ex-
plore why you had that reaction if
you discovered something you never
knew before reveal that in your jour-
nal

4 write notes to yourself or the teacher
about the story if you thought it
was particularly good or unusually
bad tell why

5 you may wish to begin your journal
entry by writing a brief summary of
the story particularly if you are con-
fused or do not understand pretend
you are explaining the story to some-
one who cannot read english by
concentrating on the major points of
the story you are retelling you may
discover something you did not notice
as you read it good writers know
that they can sometimes write them-
selves into understanding

6 most importantly ENJOY your read-
ing

conclusion

the reading journal is one means of
exposing ESL students to good literature
by establishing an activity that fosters
extensive reading in a intimidatingnonintimidatingnon
format students are directed to react to
what they read and to record their reactions
in informal journal entries they can
explore ideas and question their

perience
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understanding they may even intitiateinvitiate a 75 readings a freshman anthology
written conversation with the teacher on 1987 new york mcgraw hill
the readings when they do this they
have arrived at an important step in trimmer joseph F and C wade
language acquisition using language as a jennings 1985 fictions san
means of understanding and sharing ideas diego harcourt brace jovanovich
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